Meeting Agenda (Draft)

1 – Welcome & Introductions
   1a) Welcome and Introductions
   1a) Approval/Revision of Agenda

2 – Quick Re-Cap of "What We're Doing and Why We're Doing It"
(Maas, 5 Minutes)

3 – The Statewide Parcel Data Transfer Standard: Its Origins, Function and Purpose
(Maas, 10 Minutes)
   3a) Origins and Function
   3b) Purpose
   3c) Re-Cap of Inclusion Categories (their intent, meaning and use)

4 – Parcel Polygons, Parcel Points & Address Points: "The Same, but Different"
(Group, 25 minutes)
   4a) Different legal origins
   4b) Parcel Points "vs." Address Points – Usage to maximize their effectiveness

5 – The Shape of Things: What is the best way to handle this stuff consistently?
(Group, 2.0-2.5 hours)
   5a) Rights of Way
   5b) Parcels with multiple addresses (campuses, complexes, etc.)
   5c) Condominiums, Apartment Complexes, Multi-Unit Dwellings
   5d) Mobile Home Parks
   5e) Other Related Topics and Examples

6 – Decision on a new goal date for test data and first submittal data
(Group, 10-15 minutes)
   6a) Our leadership has asked us to collectively determine a new date for test and final data submittal

7 – Re-Cap of Next Steps and Tasks
(Maas, 5 Minutes)
   7a) Meeting input to become a first cut at a 'Parcel Data Best Practices' guide
   7b) Message back to leadership on findings and decisions

8 – Adjourn